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Amy Sinbondit
Sketching the Fourth Dimension

Amy Sinbondit’s slab-based ceramic sculptures stir through
layers of visual and logical information, adjusting, recombining,
cinching up fragments of visual memory. Sometimes she practices a
type of synecdoche, using a fragmentary angle to invoke a whole
range of square spaces, or abbreviates transitions, clutching
adjacent contours together a beat or two more abruptly than the
eye expects, making dance-like changes in linear speed. Other times
she extrudes long or short, thin or fat bytes of flowing pale clay,
makes curls and shepherds them toward a corner, as if they were
the signs of river waves flowing against a wall, or the serifs of some
quaint printer’s font flocking toward the upper margin of a page.
Surprising visual harmonies and dissonances spring from her tightly
packed combinations (eight inches square is typical for one of her
wall-mounted works), echoing through dimensions both historical
and personal. Occasionally her objects refer to stylistic traditions of
the cultures and eras that are the deep background of ceramic art,
especially commenting on classical Japanese concerns, but she
makes no baroque conflations of style or decoration. Her choices
tend towards an almost minimalist simplicity, and like much
contemporary sculpture reflect a subtle appreciation of everyday
materials and commonplace objects.
Sinbondit packs a great deal of space, as well as a strong sense of
responsive sensual intelligence, into her diminutive wall-hung or
pedestal mounted pieces. Many of these seem like concentrated
versions of rooms, or at least parts of rooms, and even swathes of
landscape. They are a sculptor’s shorthand, noting and summarizing
the ways that the perimeters, the outlines and profiles of things,
combine or otherwise influence and encounter one another.
Sinbondit has been particularly interested in handwriting and
letter forms through much of her career, and something of the
articulation of written language, considered as a visual activity,
has influenced the way that she spins out long and short, closed
and open sections of clay, reassembling sights or thoughts partly
from first-hand impressions, but equally at a certain symbolic
remove, as if the looping rush and rattling gaps of written
description were remixed into a faster/slower slice of reality.
Much of Sinbondit’s work is about joints, about the knees and
knuckles that segment bodies, and about the tough knots of
experience that inspire action and make change possible.
Articulate looks like two or three bones fused together, or short
lengths of bamboo. It resembles a calligraphic Chinese character
and has an architectural feel, like a gate to an old city. There are
black stains as of burning, and cracks and interlocking surfaces
smooth from centuries of rain, or the glide of muscle. This is a
meeting place, a site of transformation, for turning away from the
wind or into the sun; it is a clock to tell the particular, personal time
which ticks in the sinews of all beings.
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A careful look at Atone in Gold reveals
sparkling at its points of juncture, which is
caused by powdered gold mixed into a
lacquer resin. The work appears to represent
two picture frames, bent and foreshortened
and crunched together, with painted parallel
blue lines shading a length of an upper
edge. The idea of the importance, the
sacredness of repair is a very ancient one,
found in many cultures. “Kintsugi” is a
Japanese technique of restoration with
lacquer and gold leaf thought to date from
about the fifteenth century. Practitioners use
precious materials (sometimes employing
silver or platinum) not merely to repair or
restore the object, but to honor the breakage
itself, healing the trauma by transforming
the scar, the site of injury, and making it an
ornament. Sinbondit takes this beautiful,
essentially spiritual practice even farther
into metaphysical territory by using two
broken frames, or their shapes reproduced
precisely in clay. It’s as if the sculptor had
repaired these objects by uniting them,
building them inward, kneeling with one
bent side into the incomprehensible space
of a new world. Sinbondit here and
elsewhere at her show Meaningless/
Meaningful, sketches the fourth dimension
with elegance and power.
—Douglas Max Utter
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